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ABSTRACT

Approximate computing provides an opportunity for exploiting application characteristics to improve performance of computing systems. However, such opportunity must be balanced against generality of methods and quality guarantees that the system designer can provide to the application developer. Improved parallel processing in graphics processing units (GPUs) provides one such means for data-level parallel applications. We propose SqueezCL, a software method to reduce the hardware resources used by an OpenCL kernel. SqueezCL transforms an exact OpenCL kernel to an approximate OpenCL kernel by squeezing dimensions of its data elements. The core of SqueezCL leverages bitwidth reduction to shrink the hardware resources. Selectively reducing the precision and size of data elements generates approximate kernels that can be executed faster at a cost to quality loss. Exploiting this opportunity is particularly important for GPU accelerators that are inherently subject to memory resource constraints. We evaluate SqueezCL on a diverse set of data-level parallel OpenCL benchmarks from the AMD APP SDK v2.9. Experimental result on the AMD Radeon HD 5870 shows that SqueezCL yields on average 1.1× higher performance with less than 10% quality loss without requiring any changes to the underlying GPU hardware.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the diminishing returns from transistor scaling [6] maintaining the current abstraction of near-perfect accuracy in hardware design imposes significant costs in efficiency and performance. Emerging applications including graphics, multimedia, web search, and data analytics offer massive parallelism and degrees of tolerance to approximate computing to go beyond primarily numerical computations for interacting with sensory interfaces. As such, these present an opportunity for less fully accurate computation results to be considered ‘acceptable’ for the end user. A programmable parallel architecture, such as those found in GPUs, can jointly exploit these two key application characteristics to improve performance.

Several recent efforts have focused on designing circuits for approximate computing. These circuit techniques focus on optimizing area/energy/performance through imprecise implementations of specific hardware blocks such as adder [8], multiplier [9], and dot product [10]. Others propose algorithms for approximate synthesis through circuit simplification, gate pruning, and voltage overscaling [10]. These techniques trade quality of results for significant gains in performance and efficiency but are fundamentally limited to ASIC designs for a fixed functionality and a predetermined degree of accuracy. The challenge is however exploiting this opportunity with existing toolsets and contemporary programmable parallel architectures. This paper addresses this challenge and makes the following contributions:

(1) We propose SqueezCL, a software method to reduce the hardware resources used by an OpenCL kernel for approximate computing on GPUs. SqueezCL automatically reduces required hardware resources for executing an instance of an OpenCL kernel to achieve higher performance. This required resources is determined by the precision of data elements within the kernel program. Selectively reducing the precision results in approximate kernels that can be executed faster. SqueezCL provides a readily applicable OpenCL kernel transformation that exploits the inherent error tolerance of the emerging applications for higher performance with off-the-shelf GPUs without any changes to their hardware structure.

(2) SqueezCL systematically tunes the precision of data elements in the input OpenCL kernel, subject to a statistical target for quality-of-result. SqueezCL uses a source-to-source compiler that leverages bitwidth reduction optimizations. We devise an optimization algorithm that partitions the kernel’s data elements to different sets and assigns various precision levels to each set. The optimization algorithm searches the space of these assignments and finds an optimal assignment that reduces bitwidth while satisfying the quality-of-result target.

(3) We evaluate SqueezCL with a diverse set of data-level parallel OpenCL benchmarks selected from the AMD APP SDK v2.9 [2]. Execution of these approximate kernels on an AMD Radeon HD 5870 GPU shows on average 10% higher performance (18% at maximum) with less than 10% loss of quality. Exploiting this opportunity is particularly important for GPUs accelerators that are inherently subject to memory bandwidth constraints.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys prior work in this topic area. Section 3 describes OpenCL execution model. SqueezCL approximation design workflow is presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we present experimental results followed...
by conclusion in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK

A growing body of recent works explore the applicability and significant benefits of approximation computing at different levels of stack. We briefly discuss the most relevant recent works.

Approximate programming languages: EnerJ [17] provides a set of type qualifier to enable programmers to explicitly declare all the approximate variables in the program. Rely [18] requires programmers to manually annotate variables and operations as approximate. It allows programmers to define a reliability specification to verify these annotations. There have also been various custom directive extensions to OpenMP that allow developers to specify regions of a program that can be executed approximately [19]. Although these annotations ease the burden of isolating program parts that can be approximated, an automated process is required to identify where and how much approximation can be applied.

Approximate GPU architectures: It has been shown that spatial [12] and temporal [13] instruction reuse can be exploited for approximate computing in GPUs. For certain image processing applications, approximate instruction reuse can be extended up to accepting two Hamming distance mismatches between the operands, but limiting the search space within a tiny associative memory [14]. A software-only technique generates parameterized approximate kernels that benefit mostly from computational reuse available in data-level parallel programs [10].

Approximate circuits: Data precision (i.e., bitwidth) optimizations have been used to balance resources and quality-of-result through introducing custom data types [7,18]. Circuit techniques also trade area/energy/performance for quality-of-result through imprecise implementations of specific hardware blocks such as adder [8], and multiplier [9]. However, these techniques either target ASIC designs with the fixed functionality, or utilize custom data types and operations that are not supported with the state-of-the-art high-level commercial synthesis tools [17,18].

In contrast, SqueezCL does not share the aforementioned limitations. SqueezCL focuses on data precision optimizations with few allowable data types as a special form of approximate computing, and utilizes the saved resources to boost performance on GPUs. SqueezCL: (1) allows seamless integration of exact and imprecise data elements within a kernel to cooperatively working on the same hardware fabric without requiring any modification to the structure of the GPUs; (2) focuses on standard data types used in OpenCL that are fully supported by state-of-the-art toolsets.

3. OPENCL EXECUTION MODEL

Open computing language (OpenCL) is a platform-independent framework for writing programs that execute across a heterogeneous system consisting of multiple compute devices including CPUs or accelerators such as GPUs, DSPs, and FPGAs. OpenCL uses a subset of ISO C99 with added extensions for supporting data and task-based parallel programming models. The programming model in OpenCL comprises of one or more device kernel codes in tandem with the host code. The host code typically runs on a CPU and launches kernels on other compute devices like the GPUs, DSPs, and/or FPGAs through API calls. The instance of an OpenCL kernel or an instance of a single-program multiple-data kernel is called a work-item. Work-items are arranged into work-groups for data-level parallel execution. GPUs handle this parallelism in a SIMD fashion by grouping work-items together to perform the same operation but on their own individual data. A work-item executes on a single processing element. The openCL platform model from the programming model to the framework of the compute devices is illustrated in Fig. 1.

In the following sections, we describe how SqueezCL can reduce the required amount of resources for a kernel and exploit it for increasing performance. SqueezCL systematically reduces precision of data and operations in OpenCL kernels to shrink the resources used during execution, i.e., we transform a complex kernel that requires expensive memory accesses and computations to a simpler kernel that produces approximate results.

4. SqueezCL: SQUEEZING OPENCL KERNELS

SqueezCL supports a cross compiler to generate approximate kernels via source-to-source OpenCL kernel transformation. The transformation algorithm automatically detects and simplifies parts of the kernel code that can be executed with reduced precision while preserving the desired quality-of-result. To achieve this goal, SqueezCL takes in as inputs, an exact OpenCL kernel and a metric for measuring the quality-of-result target. SqueezCL compiler investigates the exact kernel code and detects data elements, i.e., OpenCL kernel variables, that provide possible opportunities for increased performance in exchange of accuracy. SqueezCL then automatically generates a set of approximate kernels that produce acceptable results. These approximate kernels provide improved performance benefits by reducing resources used by kernel. SqueezCL outputs an optimized approximate kernel with the most performance whose output quality satisfies the quality-of-result target. Fig. 3 illustrates an overview of our workflow.

A brute-force methodology for exploring the approximate kernels generates an approximate kernel for every possible combination of the variable types. Considering four variable types in a kernel with $|V|$ number of variables, a total number of $4^{|V|}$ approximate kernels would be generated where in every version every variable is replaced by another type. This results in an exponentially growing design space for the approximate kernels, intractable to search. To reduce this space, SqueezCL uses a grouping algorithm to detect and bundle dependent variables together for the precision tuning. SqueezCL further applies a screening process to prune those groups of the variables that are not amenable to approximation. The grouping and pruning algorithm along with profiling make the precision tuning feasible for large kernels.

4.1 Grouping and Pruning Algorithm

Algorithm 1 first groups dependent variables into candidate groups (CG). Variables with data dependency, or those that are used
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This dependency results in a float precision of the selected group can be altered or not. If the output of the approximate kernel cannot satisfy the quality-of-result target, the approximate kernel is ruled out from the final set as shown in Fig. 2. The immutability test of the groups is done with the help of profiling feedback on a GPU described in Section 4.2. Finally, the approximable variables are merged into |AG| groups that significantly reduces the search space from $4^{|V|}$ to $4^{|AG|}$ where $AG \subset CG$.

Algorithm 1: Grouping and Pruning Algorithm

1: function GROUP & PRUNE (ExactKernel)
2: $F = \{\text{All float variables in ExactKernel} \}$
3: for all variables $v_i$ in $F$ do
4:   $Group_i = \{v_i\}$
5:   end for
6: for all variables $(v_i, v_j)$ in $F$ do
7:   if $v_i$ and $v_j$ are dependent then
8:     merge Groupi and Groupj
9:   end if
10: end for
11: for each Group do
12:   generate kernel, s.t. $\forall v_j \in Group_i \rightarrow \Delta PT$ demoting
13:   run kernel on GPU
14:   if (Quality(kernel)) < Quality Target) then
15:     eliminate Groupi
16:   end if
17: end for
18: end function

4.2 Profiling for Approximation

At this point, SqueezCL can automatically populate the approximate kernels by assigning PT values to the approximable groups. Each approximatable group can have a PT value ranging from its original precision level of maximum four, to the last level of one. The precision of the variables and associated operations in a group is inferred from the assigned PT value. This leads to a design space with a maximum of $4^{|AG|}$ approximate kernels. The goal of profiling is to rule out some of these generated approximate kernels that cannot meet the quality-of-result target. This quality measurement test is done by executing an approximate kernel and comparing its output with the exact kernel output on a representative data input set. If the output of the approximate kernel cannot satisfy the quality-of-result target, the approximate kernel is ruled out from the final set of kernels. Otherwise, it is selected as one of the promising kernels in the final set as shown in Fig. 3.

The output of this profiling is the final set of approximate kernels that can meet the quality-of-result target. These approximate kernels are sorted based on their execution time and the one with

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{float4} & \quad \text{xp, yp; // previous input and output} \\
\text{float4} & \quad \text{yb; // previous output by } \ast \\
\text{for } (\text{int } y = 0; y < \text{height}; y++)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{float4 } & \quad \text{xc = (float4)(input[pos].x, ...);} \\
\text{float4 } & \quad \text{yc = (a0 + yb) + (al + yp) - ... ;} \\
\text{output[pos] } & \quad \text{= (uchar4)(yc.x, ...);} \\
\text{xp } & \quad \text{= xc; } \\
\text{yp } & \quad \text{= yc;}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 3: Code snippet for exact r-gaussian kernel

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{float4} & \quad \text{xp, yp, yc; } \\
\text{short4} & \quad \text{xp; xc;} \\
\text{for } (\text{int } y = 0; y < \text{height}; y++)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{xp } & \quad \text{= xc; } \\
\text{xp } & \quad \text{= xc; } \\
\text{yp } & \quad \text{= xc; } \\
\text{yp } & \quad \text{= yc;}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 4: Code snippet for approximate r-gaussian kernel
We focus on a diverse set of application domains, including image processing (recursive gaussian, sobel), signal processing (convolution, dct), and physical simulation (n-body). These benchmarks are selected from the AMD accelerated parallel processing (APP) SDK v2.9 [2]. That is, a complete development platform created by the AMD to leverage accelerated compute using OpenCL. SqueezCL source-to-source compiler takes in the exact OpenCL kernel and the quality-of-result target. Each exact kernel is then converted to a set of approximate versions using the compiler transformations; some of these kernels are ruled out by the quality checking using the pruning and profiling algorithms. SqueezCL utilizes the AMD Evergreen Radeon HD 5870 GPU device, and generates the optimized approximate kernel with the highest performance that consumes less resources than the exact kernel.

Table 1 summarizes SqueezCL design space and profiling results for different benchmarks. The row # Possible Kernels indicates the number of approximate kernels that could be generated by reducing the precision of all variable types. The row # Kernels after Grouping shows the reduced number of kernels in the design space after applying the grouping and pruning algorithm. This design space is further shrinked by the profiling process that performs a quick screening to drop those kernels with an unacceptable quality results as shown in row # Kernels after Profiling. The row GPU Profiling Time (ms) shows the average time for the Radeon HD 5870 GPU device to run each version of the approximate kernel. As shown in Table 1, the grouping and pruning algorithm considerably reduce the number of kernels that are generated by SqueezCL. For example, for r-gaussian kernel, this number is reduced from $4^{12}$ kernels to 1024 which saves time and space by more than three order of magnitude.

Table 1: Effect of grouping and profiling on size of design space for the approximate kernels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>r-gaussian</th>
<th>sobel</th>
<th>n-body</th>
<th>dct</th>
<th>conv</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Possible Kernels</td>
<td>$4^{12}$</td>
<td>$4^9$</td>
<td>$4^{17}$</td>
<td>$4 \times 3^9$</td>
<td>$4 \times 3^{14}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Kernels after Grouping</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>8748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Kernels after Profiling</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU Profiling Time (ms)</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We use average relative error as a metric to measure the quality loss [11]. This metric measures the accuracy between the output elements of the exact kernel and the approximate kernel. The set used for the kernel profiling. Fig. 7 shows the minimum, maximum, and average quality loss measurements for these test inputs. As shown, the maximum quality loss is always below 1% for all the test inputs, therefore satisfying the quality-of-result target.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We verify the output quality of the optimized approximate kernel with different test input patterns, other than the representative input set used for the kernel profiling. Fig. 7 shows the minimum, maximum, and average quality loss measurements for these test inputs. As shown, the maximum quality loss is always below 1% for all the test inputs, therefore satisfying the quality-of-result target.

6. CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose a software method to boost performance and reduce hardware resources used by an OpenCL kernel on GPUs. To this end, we devise SqueezCL that systematically transforms an OpenCL kernel to an approximate version by selectively reducing the precision of kernel’s data and operations. It allows seamless integration of exact and imprecise data elements within a kernel to cooperatively working on the same hardware fabric without requiring any modification to the structure of the GPUs. We evaluate SqueezCL on a diverse set of data-level parallel OpenCL benchmarks from the AMD APP SDK v2.9. Experimental result on the AMD Radeon HD 5870 shows that SqueezCL yields 1.01 $\times$ 1.18 higher performance with less than 10% quality loss without requiring any changes to the underlying GPU hardware.
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